Heterotopic abdominal heart transplantation in rats for functional studies of ventricular unloading.
Chronic changes in mechanical load regulate long-term cardiac function. Chronic overload of the ventricle results in myocardial failure. Clinical use of ventricular assist devices shows that chronic reduction in load has a number of different consequences on the myocardium, including beneficial reverse remodeling as well as undesired remodeling (e.g., myocardial atrophy and fibrosis, both of which could have negative functional implications). The complex response to mechanical unloading necessitates reproducible animal models of mechanical unloading for use in the laboratory. This article aims to describe the operative technique of two animal models of mechanical unloading in detail, to enable the reproducible use of these animal models. In 1964, Abbott et al first described the heterotopic abdominal heart transplantation technique as a means to study the biology of transplanted cardiac grafts. This involves an aorto-aortic anastomosis and a pulmonary artery to inferior vena cava anastomosis. In this model, the left ventricle is virtually completely volume unloaded, receiving only thebesian venous return, and substantially but not entirely pressure unloaded. In this report we describe two refined techniques for mechanical unloading of healthy or failing hearts based on experience with over 500 operations. We describe an operative technique, including cardioprotective strategies, that provides a model of mechanical unloading with no immunological rejection and allows measurements of parameters of myocardial structure and function for many months. We describe a refined technique that achieves a lesser degree of left ventricular volume unloading, involving transplantation of both heart and lungs via a single aorto-aortic anastomosis. This article is the first to describe these two techniques in sufficient detail to enable novices to attempt and understand these operations and the differences between them. The technique we describe provides an effective and reproducible model of complete and partial mechanical unloading.